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Su m m a ry
B a c kg ro u n d to N a tio n a l Citize n Se rvic e
National Citizen Service (NCS) is a Government-backed initiative that brings
togetheryoung people aged 15 to 17 from different backgrounds to help
them develop greaterconfidence, self-awareness and responsibility, with a
view to creating a more cohesive, responsible and engaged society. Since
November2013, it has been managed by the NCS Trust, a community
interest company established by the Government to shape, champion and
support NCS. Before this date, NCS was managed by the Cabinet O ffice.
In total, 31,738 young people took part in NCS programmes in summer
2013, and 7,828 in autumn 2013.1 The Cabinet O ffice appointed Ipsos
MO RI to evaluate the impact and value formoney of these programmes.
This report summarises the first stage of the 2013 evaluation. Baseline and
follow-up surveys, conducted three months afterNCS took place, were
undertaken with NCS participants and control groups.2 Furtherfollow-ups
are planned to identify any longer-term impacts there may be.

Ex p e rie n c e s o f p a rtic ip a n ts
Nearly all summerand autumn participants (97%) said they enjoyed their
NCS experience. Similarly high proportions forboth summer(95%) and
autumn (96%) found NCS to be worthwhile overall. Reflecting theirpositive
experiences, nine-in-ten (90% and 87% respectively) said they would
definitely recommend it to others.

W h a t w a s th e im p a c t o f N a tio n a l Citize n Se rvic e 20 13?
Both the summerand autumn programmes were found to have statistically
significant positive impacts in all fourof the outcome areas explored in the
evaluation.3 These matched participants’, parents’and teachers’highly
positive personal impressions of what participants had achieved from NCS.
Social m ixing
NCS increased participants’trust in others. It also improved theirattitudes
and behaviours towards people from different backgrounds, including how
comfortable participants were mixing with different groups, how often they
had met those from different backgrounds socially, and how willing they
would be to ask those from different backgrounds forhelp.
1

NCS programmes also took place in spring 2013. These were with a small numberof
participants (428), so are not part of this evaluation.
2
The control groups were drawn from those expressing interest in NCS but not participating.
3
A full list of outcome measures, including those not found to be statistically significant can be
found in Appendix B.
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Reflecting these impacts, eight-in-ten participants (84% in summerand
81% in autumn) said they felt more positive towards people from different
backgrounds afterNCS. Both parents and teachers – particularly those from
schools with relatively low levels of diversity – also valued the social mixing
aspect of NCS, and thought participants had benefited from it.
Transition to ad ulth ood
NCS improved participants’short-term and long-term educational and
careeraspirations, as well as the level of control that participants felt they
had overtheirfuture success. It also increased participants’confidence in
practical life skills, willingness to try new things, resilience when things go
wrong, and sense of wellbeing. Short-term reductions in alcohol intake and
smoking were also observed (to be followed up in the long term).
These impacts were apparent to participants, with eight-in-ten (83% in
summerand autumn) feeling capable of more than they had realised postNCS, and three-quarters (76% and 72% respectively) feeling more
confident about getting a job in the future. Most parents also thought NCS
impacted positively on theirson’s ordaughter’s life skills and aspirations. In
addition, teachers felt NCS gave participants a greatersense of
independence.
Team w ork, com m unication and lead ersh ip
Some of the most substantial and consistent impacts of NCS were in this
area. NCS improved participants’confidence in leading and working in a
team, and in putting forward and explaining new ideas to others. It
improved theirconfidence in meeting new people, plus how well they felt
they got along with others and treated them with respect.
Again, participants recognised these benefits, with nine-in-ten (92% in
summerand 91% in autumn) saying NCS had helped them develop useful
skills forthe future. Parents and teachers both saw improved teamwork,
communication skills and overall confidence levels as some of the most
important and tangible benefits offered by NCS.
Com m unity involvem ent
NCS had several positive impacts on attitudes and behaviourin this area. It
improved participants’knowledge and understanding of local communities
and tackling local problems, and theirbelief in theirown influence and
capabilities when getting involved. Community engagement also improved,
with participants doing more hours of formal and informal volunteering on
average, and becoming more certain to vote at the next general election.
Three-quarters of participants (72% in summerand 76% in autumn) agreed
they were now more likely to help out locally, and around six-in-ten (61%
and 64% respectively) reported feeling a greaterresponsibility to theirlocal
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community afterNCS. Parents and teachers both agreed that NCS had
positively affected participants’attitudes towards community involvement,
and some were able to give examples of where involvement had increased.
Com paring sum m er and autum n
Across all fouroutcome areas, similarpositive impacts were seen forboth
summerand autumn participants. There were nevertheless a small number
of differences, with a widerrange of impacts around social mixing and
personal resilience seen in summer. Autumn participants had typically
undertaken a widerrange of informal volunteering activities afterNCS.
In terms of theirpersonal experiences, autumn participants were more
positive about theirsocial action project than theirsummercounterparts,
while summerparticipants were more positive about theirtime spent away
from home as part of NCS. This might reflect that summerparticipants spent
more time away from home than theirautumn counterparts.
Com paring 2013 and 2012
O verall NCS 2013 had a greaterpositive impact on the transition to
adulthood when compared to 2012. This was seen in several areas,
including participants’plans forfurthereducation, future aspirations, life
skills and sense of wellbeing.
In the areas of social mixing and community involvement, impacts were
observed forthe first time in 2013. This does not necessarily mean that
these impacts were not present in 2012, as some of the questions used to
measure these outcome areas were different in 2013. These new questions
betterreflected the intended outcomes of NCS.

V a lu e fo r m o n e y
The cost-benefit analysis suggests NCS delivered between £1.39 and £4.80
of benefits per£1 of expenditure in summerand between £1.09 and £4.71
in autumn. Including health impacts, this would rise to between £1.70 and
£6.10 in summerand between £1.27 and £6.09 in autumn.
These returns are based on estimated benefits (excluding health impacts)
of between £68m and £236m in summer, and between £14m and £60m in
autumn. Including health impacts, the estimated benefits rise to between
£84m and £300m in summer, and between £16m and £78m in autumn.
The approach used to estimate value formoney was improved in 2013, so
the aforementioned results are not directly comparable to 2012. Reusing the
2012 approach, it is estimated that NCS delivered between £2.39 and £4.46
per£1 of expenditure in 2013, compared to between £1.50 and £2.80 in
2012. The main drivers of these differences were strongerimpacts around
teamwork and communication, ratherthan the reduced programme costs.
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NCS may potentially deliverseveral long-term benefits, including increased
earnings (from enhanced skills and leadership), increased physical activity,
and reduced smoking and drinking. Although this evaluation uses the most
robust methods possible to estimate long-term outcomes, there is inevitably
some uncertainty in the results at this stage. Nonetheless, even underthe
most pessimistic scenarios, NCS is estimated to have delivered greater
social benefits than the costs involved. The accuracy of these estimates will
improve afterfurtherfollow-up surveys overthe next three years.
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1 In tro d u c tio n
This report covers the findings from the first stage of an evaluation of
National Citizen Service (NCS) 2013, exploring its short-term impacts and
value formoney.4 Ipsos MO RI was commissioned by the Cabinet O ffice to
evaluate the summerand autumn programmes.

1.1 B a c kg ro u n d
NCS is a Government-backed initiative that brings togetheryoung people
aged 15 to 17 from different backgrounds to help them develop greater
confidence, self-awareness and responsibility, with a view to creating a
more cohesive, responsible and engaged society. Since November2013, it
has been managed by the NCS Trust, a community interest company
established by the Government to shape, champion and support NCS.
Before this date, NCS was managed by the Cabinet O ffice.
The Prime Ministerannounced NCS in July 2010, with pilots taking place in
2011 and 2012 to inform a widerrollout from 2013 onwards.5 In total, 31,738
young people took part in summer2013 (with 30,045 completing their
programme), and 7,828 in autumn 2013 (with 7,221 completing).6
Participants completed NCS overfive phases. Phase 1 involved team
induction events. These were followed by team activities (phases 2-3) and a
social action project in the local community (phases 4-5). NCS ended with a
graduation ceremony.
While both the summerand autumn programmes covered the same ground,
the summerprogrammes largely took place overseveral weeks during the
school summerholidays, and the autumn programmes took place overa
shorterperiod of around two weeks during and afterautumn half-term
holidays. The following table details the differences between summerand
autumn. The specific activities undertaken varied by delivery partner.
P h a se

Su m m e r

A u tu m n

Attending residential
activities away from
local area (phase 2)

5-days, staying over1
houraway from
participants'homes

3-days, staying over1
houraway from
participants'homes

Attending activities in

5-days, staying under1
houraway from

3-days

4

Furtherstages of the evaluation will look at impacts in the longerterm , and will be published
in due course.
5
Evaluations of the 2011 and 2012 pilots were carried out by NatCen Social Research. The
findings from these evaluations are available on the NatCen website, at:
http://natcen.ac.uk/our-research/research/evaluation-of-national-citizen-service-pilots/.
6
NCS programmes also took place in spring 2013. These were with a small numberof
participants (428), so are not part of this evaluation.
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P h a se

Su m m e r

A u tu m n

participants'homes

(non-residential)

Designing a social
action project forlocal
area (phase 4)

30 hours full-time
over4/5 days
(non-residential)

30 hours split across
this and phase 5,
mostly part-time

Delivering a social
action project forlocal
area (phase 5)

30 hours, either
full-time orpart-time
(non-residential)

30 hours split across
this and phase 4,
mostly part-time

local area (phase 3)

1.2 A im s o f th e e va lu a tio n
The key objectives of this evaluation were:
• to assess the impact of the summerand autumn programmes on four
outcome areas:social mixing;transition to adulthood;teamwork,
communication and leadership;and community involvement
• to understand whetherNCS represents good value formoney and
improves on the value formoney of the 2012 pilots

1.3 M e th o d o lo g y
This section summarises the evaluation methodology. Full technical details
can be found in the separately-published Technical Report.7
This stage of the evaluation comprised fourcomponents:
• self-completion paperand online surveys of NCS participants and
control groups, conducted before the summerand autumn
programmes began (the baseline), and again around three months
aftertheircompletion (the follow-up) to measure the impact of NCS8
• an online survey of 611 parents9 of NCS participants (both summer
and autumn), carried out between January and February 2014 to get
parents’views on NCS
• qualitative in-depth interviews with 20 teachers of NCS participants to
get theirviews on how NCS had affected participants at school10

7

This will be available on the Ipsos MO RI website when published.
In summer, 24,926 NCS participants and 8,750 control group members completed baseline
surveys. O f these, 3,091 and 1,724 respectively completed follow-up surveys. In autumn, 6,770
NCS participants and 3,638 control group members completed baseline surveys. O f these,
1,310 and 1,397 respectively completed follow-up surveys.
9
This sample was from participants who agreed to pass on theirparents’contact details in the
follow-up surveys. This was the case for22% of respondents in the summerfollow-up and 14%
in the autumn follow-up.
10
These were conducted by the Institute forVolunteering Research.
8
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• an economic analysis using data from the participant surveys to
monetise (as faras possible) the resource costs and benefits
associated with the 2013 summerand autumn NCS programmes
Measuring im pact
The NCS participant and control group samples (forsummerand autumn
respectively) were made comparable in terms of demographic and socioeconomic characteristics using a statistical technique called propensity
score matching. The impact on each outcome was then calculated as the
change from baseline to follow-up among NCS participants minus the
equivalent change among the respective control group (eitherin
percentage points, orin mean scores) – these impact scores are shown in
bubbles in the charts in this report.11
An example of this calculation is shown in the following chart. At the followup surveys, 80% of summerNCS participants and 71% of the summer
control group said they felt confident meeting new people, representing a
change of 20 percentage points (20pp) and 3pp respectively from the
baseline surveys. The difference between the two percentage point
changes is the summerimpact, in this case +17pp.
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
% feel confident
meeting new
people
0%

Respective baselines

60

80
68

50%

71

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+17

+12

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

Com parab ility of control g roups
The 2013 control groups were designed to be more comparable to NCS
participants than that used in the evaluations of the 2011 and 2012 pilots.
For2013, the control groups were drawn from those expressing interest in
NCS but not participating, whereas in 2011 and 2012 the control group was
taken from the National Pupil Database in summer201112. The control
groups were also drawn and surveyed at the same time as NCS
participants, so they were more closely aligned than in 2012. It is likely that
those expressing interest in NCS (but not attending) were more like NCS
participants than a general representative sample of 15-17 year-olds from
the National Pupil Database.
In addition, it should be noted that, compared with the earlierevaluations,
more variables were used in the propensity score matching in 2013. This
11
In this report, where the stated differences between the baseline and follow-up results do not
appearto equal the impact score, this is due to rounding.
12
This is an administrative dataset of pupils attending schools orcolleges in England,
published annually by the Department forEducation.
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means the risk of not controlling forconfounding variables has been
reduced (but not eliminated) compared to previous years.
There may nonetheless be some attitudinal orbehavioural differences
between the two groups that cannot be controlled forthrough matching.
O ne such difference is in the levels of community engagement among both
groups as measured by a composite variable:
• those who had undertaken 20 ormore hours of formal and informal
volunteering in a typical recent month and who said they knew at
least a fairamount about how to tackle a problem in theirlocal area
were classed as “highly engaged”
• those who had undertaken fewerthan 5 hours of formal and informal
volunteering in a typical recent month and who said they knew
nothing at all ornot very much about how to tackle a problem in their
local area were classed as “less engaged”
Most young people in the NCS participant and control groups were classed
as neitherhighly engaged norless engaged, instead falling in between
these two categories. Forsummer, the control group sample achieved at
the follow-up survey was slightly more engaged overall (15% were classed
as highly engaged, versus 10% of summerNCS participants). See
Appendix A fora full breakdown of the follow-up sample profiles.
The breakdown of NCS participants based on levels of community
engagement does indicate that NCS has been successful in attracting a
wide range of young people, including a substantial numberwho are
relatively less engaged in theirlocal communities (15% of summerNCS
participants were “less engaged” at the baseline, compared to 9% who
were “highly engaged”).

1.4 In te rp re ta tio n o f fin d in g s
Throughout this report, only impacts and differences that are statistically
significant at the 95% level of confidence are commented on.
Comparisons are made between the summerand autumn programmes.
This is intended to highlight where the summerprogrammes had an impact
but the autumn programmes did not, orvice versa. Where both sets of
programmes were found to have an impact on an outcome, there is typically
no statistically significant difference in the levelof impact between summer
and autumn, with one exception – this was on participants’feelings of
influence on the world around them, which was greaterforsummer(+17pp)
than autumn (+6pp).
Subgroup analysis is included in orderto examine whetherNCS had a
particularly strong impact on one subgroup, in the outcomes where it had
an impact overall. Significant differences by gender, ethnicity and take-up
13-034314-01 |Version FINAL |Public |This work was carried out in accordance with the requirements of the
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of free school meals (considered a proxy forsocio-economic background)
were found and are reported here. Subgroup analysis by level of community
engagement (as defined in the previous section) was also undertaken, but
no significant differences were found.
It should be noted that statistically significant impacts were not observed on
allof the specific outcomes measured in the surveys. Whilst some of these
non-significant findings are commented on in the main body of this report, a
full list of outcome areas is provided in Appendix B.

1.5 Lo n g e r-te rm e va lu a tio n
The findings from the first stage of the evaluation show the impact achieved
around three months afterparticipants completed NCS. In orderto assess
whetherthere is any longer-term impact from NCS, and its long-term value
formoney, the next stages of this evaluation will be to conduct further
follow-up surveys with NCS participants and theirrespective control groups.
These will take place between 2014 and 2016, approximately one, two and
three years on from completion of NCS.
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Ex p e rie n c e s o f p a rtic ip a n ts
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2 Ex p e rie n c e s o f
p a rtic ip a n ts
K ey find ing s
• The vast majority of participants, parents and teachers were very
positive about the NCS experience and would recommend it to
others. This is similarto the 2012 findings.
• Phase 2 was the best-received part of NCS, both among summer
and autumn participants. Summerparticipants were relatively
more positive about this and phase 3, whereas autumn
participants were relatively more positive about the time spent on
theirsocial action project (phases 4 and 5) and placed more
importance on this as part of NCS overall.
• NCS might be furtherimproved (in participants’eyes) by a greater
emphasis on the employment-related skills gained and by having
cleareropportunities to volunteerorhelp out afterfinishing NCS.

2.1 W h y d id yo u n g p e o p le ta ke p a rt?
The most common reasons participants gave fortaking part in NCS
included the chance to meet new people ordo something new, expecting it
to be exciting orfun, to help with any future applications orto develop new
skills. These are shown in Figure 2.1.
Fig ure 2.1 ---- m ost com m on unprom pted reasons for taking part
Q . W hy did you take partin N C S?
Summer

Autumn

I wanted to meet new people

59%
61%
58%

I wanted to do something
different/try something new

59%
64%

I thought it would help with
future applications
I thought it would be exciting

I wanted to have fun

I wanted to learn new skills

68%

57%
54%
52%
46%
46%
49%

Bases:3,091 summerNCS participants;1,310 autumn NCS participants
N.B. chart shows all categories mentioned by over40% of participants
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Most participants (62% in summerand 66% in autumn) also mentioned
some kind of personal recommendation to NCS. This recommendation most
often came from schools orteachers (29% in summerand 30% in autumn),
ratherthan friends orfamily.

2.2 P e rc e p tio n s o f N a tio n a l Citize n Se rvic e
H ow enjoyab le and w orth w h ile d id participants find National Citizen
Service?
Nearly all summerand autumn participants (97%) said they enjoyed their
NCS experience. In both cases, almost half (48%) said it was completely
enjoyable (rating it 10 out of 10 forenjoyment). This is similarto 2012.
As well as asking how enjoyable NCS was, the follow-up survey also asked
participants how w orthw hile they felt it was. As Figure 2.2 illustrates,
similarly high proportions forboth summerand autumn found NCS to be
worthwhile overall – half (53%) said it was completely worthwhile. O ver
eight-in-ten rated each phase of NCS as worthwhile, though in both summer
and autumn the phase 2 residential experience was much more highly rated
than the otherphases. This was also the case in 2012.
Autumn participants were more positive about how worthwhile the social
action project was than theirsummercounterparts, but were less positive
than summerparticipants about phases 2 and 3. This may reflect the
shortertime that autumn participants spent away from home than summer
participants during these phases.
Fig ure 2.2 ---- perceived w orth w h ileness of National Citizen Service
0--10,w here 0 is notatallw orthw hile and 10 is com pletely
Q . O n a scale from 0
w orthw hile, how w orthw hile did you find … ?
% completely worthwhile (10)
Summer

% worthwhile overall (6-10)

Autumn

Bases

53
53

… your NCS experience
overall
… the time spent staying
away from your local area
(phase 2)
… the time spent learning
about your community and
developing new skills
(phase 3)
… the time spent planning
yourproject in yourlocal
area (phase 4)
… the project you did in
yourlocal area (phase 5)

95
96
59

41

93
88

21

84
26

85
38

3,007
1,142
2,951

89

30

1,310

97 3,056
95 1,259

45
29

3,091

1,207
2,900

91

1,161

Bases:summerand autumn NCS participants who took part in each of these activities (as stated)

As Figure 2.3 shows, both the summerand autumn NCS programmes were
rated more worthwhile overall by girls than boys, by those who received free
school meals and by those who had a higherlevel of community
engagement before NCS. These last two subgroups also found NCS to be
more enjoyable than average. No differences were observed by ethnicity.
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Fig ure 2.3 ---- perceptions of National Citizen Service b y sub g roup
% w ho found their overallN C S experience com pletely w orthw hile (score of10)
Summer
O verall

53

Girls

54

63

Free school meals
No free school meals

51
61

H ighly engaged
Less engaged

51

57

2,122

Girls

964

Boys

482

Free school meals

824

47

No free school meals

2,553

Bases

53

O verall

50

Boys

Autumn

Bases

320

H ighly engaged

439

Less engaged

481

61

223

51

1,051

62

178

51

114

Bases:3,091 summerNCS participants;1,310 autumn NCS participants (unless otherwise stated forsubgroups)

H ow d id participants rate specific aspects of th eir experience?
As was the case in 2012, participants were very positive about staff on the
programmes, the help they were given to run theirsocial action project and
the graduation event. They were less positive about the opportunities to
volunteerafterNCS had finished – this may highlight a way in which NCS
could be furtherimproved, since most participants said they wanted to
continue to stay involved post-NCS (discussed again laterin this chapter).
As Figure 2.4 indicates, autumn participants were again more positive
about the latterstages of NCS.
Fig ure 2.4 ---- perceptions of specific aspects of National Citizen
Service
Q . O n a scale from very good to very bad,w hatdo you think ofthe follow ing aspects
ofN C S?
% very good
Summer

% good overall (i.e. “very good” or“good”)
Autumn

Bases

72
73

The staff who spent
most time with you during
yourNCS

38

The help you were
given to plan and run your
team’s project

The help you were given
finding otheropportunities
to volunteer/help out after
yourNCS had finished

87
90

45
26

The graduation event

66
33

18

3,091
1,310
3,003
1,225
2,747

74
48

23

93
95

1,060
3,091

58

1,310

Bases:summerand autumn NCS participants who took part in each of these activities (as stated)

72%
of sum m er
participants felt th e
staff th ey spent tim e
w ith w ere very g ood
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Teach ers’ view s
Teachers were positive about all aspects of the programme,
including the design of NCS, how it is promoted, the way different
types of young people are encouraged to take part, and the impacts
they perceive on participants.

It is a very rig orous,
focused prog ram m e,
w h ich is id eal for
stud ents of th at ag e.
Teacherinterview

2.3 D rive rs o f p o sitive e x p e rie n c e s
A key drivers analysis was carried out to explore what drove participants’
perceptions of NCS – this is a statistical analysis that shows how much of
the variation in responses to a single question can be explained by other
attitudes and demographics.13 The top drivers emerging from the analysis
of summerparticipants are shown in Figure 2.5, along with theirrelative
importance in explaining how worthwhile participants found NCS.
These findings suggest that summerparticipants’perceptions of the more
intensive oractive phases of NCS – the time spent in a residential setting,
learning new skills ordelivering a social action project – play the biggest
part in determining what they think of NCS overall. By contrast, the induction
and planning phases were less important factors.
Fig ure 2.5 ---- key d rivers of a w orth w h ile experience
Relative importance of each driver(only the most important drivers are shown)

20%

Feeling that the time spent staying away from
your local area (phase 2) was worthwhile

18%

Feeling that the project you did in your
local area (phase 5) was worthwhile
Feeling that the time spent learning about yourcommunity
and developing new skills (phase 3) was worthwhile

16%
H ow
worthwhile
summer
participants
found their
overall NCS
experience

9%

Agreeing that “I am proud of what I achieved”

8%

Feeling that the time spent planning yourproject
in yourlocal area (phase 4) was worthwhile

Agreeing that “I now feel more confident about

5% getting a job in the future”

4% Agreeing that “I got a chance to develop
skills which will be useful to me in the future”
Base:2,689 summerNCS participants who attended all components of the scheme
R2=63% (model explains 63% of variation in participants’perceptions of theiroverall experience)

A similarmodel forautumn participants shows that they broadly have the
same key drivers, but again suggests that they place more importance on
theirsocial action project (phases 4 and 5) than summerparticipants (see
Appendix C).

13
Technical details of this analysis and the full set of drivers emerging from the analyses of
summerand autumn participants are covered in Appendix C.
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2.4 W h a t d id yo u n g p e o p le ta ke a w a y fro m N a tio n a l
Citize n Se rvic e ?
W h at d ifference d id young people th ink National Citizen Service
m ad e to th em ?
Both summerand autumn participants had similarly positive perceptions of
the difference NCS had made to them, reflecting the impact analysis
covered laterin this report:
• Nine-in-ten (92% in summerand 91% in autumn) agreed NCS had
helped them develop useful skills forthe future and eight-in-ten (83%
in both cases) felt capable of more than they had realised post-NCS.
• Eight-in-ten (84% and 81% respectively) said they felt more positive
towards people from different backgrounds afterNCS.
• Three-quarters of participants (72% and 76% respectively) agreed
they were now more likely to help out locally, and around six-in-ten
(61% and 64% respectively) reported feeling a greaterresponsibility
to theirlocal community afterNCS.
• Three-quarters (76% and 72% respectively) also felt more confident
about getting a job in the future afterNCS, although this was a less
common sentiment overall. As this was a key driverof a worthwhile
NCS experience, perceptions of NCS might furtherbe improved if
future participants had a greaterunderstanding of the employmentrelated skills they had gained.
Very few participants in eithersummerorautumn – typically five percent or
lower– disagreed with any of these sentiments.
Staying involved
Reflecting theirpositive experiences, nine in ten participants (88% forboth
summerand autumn) wanted to stay involved in NCS in 2014, and nearly
half (46% in both cases) said they would definitely like to stay involved.
The most common ways in which both summerand autumn participants
wanted to maintain involvement were through involvement in future
programmes, eitherhelping out in a residential week, on a social action
project ormentoring. Participants were relatively less keen on being
involved in ambassadororrecruitment roles – helping with a national
recruitment campaign was least commonly mentioned (by 19% of summer
participants and 18% of autumn participants).
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Recom m end ing National Citizen Service
Almost all participants said they would definitely recommend NCS to other
15-17 year-olds (90% of summerparticipants and 87% of autumn
participants). A further8% in summerand 11% in autumn said they would
maybe recommend it to others. Again, this is similarto the 2012 NCS pilots.

Parents’ view s
O vernine in ten (94%) parents of summerparticipants also said they
would be likely overall to recommend NCS to friends and family. Most
also said it was more valuable than various otheractivities their
daughterorson could have undertaken overthe summer(which
might be work experience, travelling, otherschool holiday camps
and othervolunteering activities). These findings suggest word-ofmouth may become a biggerfactorin encouraging participation in
future years.
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Im p a c t o f N a tio n a l Citize n
Se rvic e 20 13
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3 Im p a c t o n so c ia l m ix in g
K ey find ing s
NCS had positive impacts on many aspects of social mixing:
• It increased participants’trust in others.
• It improved participants’attitudes and behaviours towards people
from different backgrounds, including how comfortable
participants were mixing with different groups, how often they had
met those from different backgrounds socially, and how willing
they would be to ask those from different backgrounds forhelp.
While positive impacts were seen across summerand autumn
participants, summerparticipants were more likely than theirautumn
counterparts to have mixed with people from a widerrange of
backgrounds as a result of NCS.

3.1 So c ia l tru st
NCS had a positive impact on both summerand autumn participants’
willingness to trust otherpeople, as Figure 3.1 demonstrates.
Fig ure 3.1 ---- im pact on social trust
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
% saying most
people can be
trusted
0%

22
20

Respective baselines

28
22
50%

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+7

+7

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

3.2 A ttitu d e s to w a rd s m ix in g w ith p e o p le fro m
d iffe re n t b a c kg ro u n d s
In orderto assess how NCS had affected participants’overall attitudes
towards mixing with others, the surveys asked how comfortable participants
would be about relatives orfriends going out with people from a numberof
different backgrounds. Both the summerand autumn programmes had
positive impacts on this measure, as Figure 3.2 shows.14

14
While the percentage point impacts were generally biggerforautumn than forsummeron
these outcome measures, these differences are not statistically significant.
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In terms of being comfortable with a relative orfriend going out with
someone from a different race orethnicity, NCS had a greaterpositive
impact on participants from ethnic minority backgrounds (+9pp, compared
with +4pp forwhite participants).
Fig ure 3.2 ---- im pact on attitud es tow ard s m ixing w ith people from
d ifferent b ackg round s
% w ho feelvery com fortable w ith a close relative or friend going outw ith som eone …
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)

Respective baselines

64
66

… from a different
school orcollege

72
68

61
66
62 63

… from a different
race orethnicity

54
59
54 55

… from a different
religious
background

61
67
63 64

… from a richeror
poorerbackground

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+5

+5

+5

+8

+4

+8

+4

+8

… who is gay or
lesbian

56
61
57 58

+4

+6

… who is disabled

58 60
56 58

+4

+9

0%

50%

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

Parents’ view s
Nine-in-ten parents (89%) felt that, following NCS, theirdaughteror
son had a betterunderstanding of people from different backgrounds
and half (48%) said theirdaughterorson “definitely” had more
friends from different backgrounds.

3.3 Le ve l o f in te ra c tio n w ith p e o p le fro m d iffe re n t
b a c kg ro u n d s
The summerprogrammes had positive impacts on the level of interaction
participants said they had had with people from a variety of different
backgrounds, as Figure 3.3 shows. Among autumn participants, this impact
was only found with regards to how often they met disabled people.
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Fig ure 3.3 ---- im pact on social interaction w ith people from d ifferent
b ackg round s
% w ho have m etsocially severaltim es a w eek or m ore w ith people …
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)

43

… from a richer
orpoorer
background

49
31
35

… from a
different school
orcollege
… who are gay
orlesbian

19
18

… of retirement
age

13 16
11 13

… who are
disabled

14 17
12 12

0%

Respective baselines

Summer
impact (pp)

53
53

Autumn
impact (pp)

+6

42
41

+5

30
26

+4
+4
+3
50%

+4

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

WhetherNCS affected those who had previously nevermet socially with
people from various different backgrounds was also explored. It should be
noted that only a small proportion of participants fell into this category,
meaning there was relatively little scope forimprovement on this measure.
In this context, no impact was found (both forsummerand autumn). In other
words, while NCS has led those who already mixed socially with different
groups to do this more often, it has not been found to move young people
from having no contact to having som e contact with these groups.

3.4 Ex p a n sio n o f so c ia l n e tw o rks
NCS had positive impacts on participants’broadersocial networks. This
was measured in terms of whetherparticipants felt happy asking foradvice
ora favourfrom people they knew from various different backgrounds, as
can be seen in Figure 3.4. The potential continuance of these impacts will
also be measured through the longer-term follow-up surveys.
Both summerand autumn showed positive impacts on getting in touch with
people from different religious and economic backgrounds, but differed
when it came to othergroups. O nly summerparticipants showed
improvement relative to the control group in terms of getting in touch with
people from different schools orcolleges. By contrast, only autumn
participants showed improvement when it came to people of different races
orethnicities, and people with different sexual orientations.
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Fig ure 3.4 ---- im pact on social netw orks
% w ho w ould feelhappy getting in touch w ith som e or m ore people … to ask for advice
or a favour
Follow-up (summerNCS participants unless otherw ise stated)
Follow-up (summercontrol group unless otherw ise stated)
Respective baselines

70
78
73 74

… from a different
religious
background

77
77

… from a different
school orcollege

87

75
71 73

… from a different
race orethnicity
(autum n results)

52
53

0%

58

50%

Autumn
impact (pp)

+6

+6

+5

82
87
83 84

… from a richeror
poorerbackground

… who are gay or
lesbian (autum n
results)

81

Summer
impact (pp)

+4

83

+6
+6

64

+7
100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

In sch ool, th ey are still
g enerally w orking w ith
th eir ow n friend s. NCS
is w ith d ifferent
people. It is a real
leveller. Everyone is on
an eq ual footing in
th e prog ram m e
b ecause it is not
acad em ic, it is looking
at oth er skills.
Teacherinterview

Teach ers’ view s
Teachers – particularly those from schools with relatively low levels of
diversity (such as fee paying, single-sex and rural schools) – thought
the focus on social mixing was important and set NCS apart from
otherprogrammes.

Com parisons to 2012
A similar, but not directly comparable question was asked on social
trust in 2012, and found no impact. No otherimpacts on this outcome
area were observed in 2012 – this does not necessarily mean that
these impacts were not present, as the questions on widersocial
mixing were different in the 2012 evaluation.
The questions were changed in 2013 to ask about a widerrange of
different backgrounds, ratherthan general questions about
participants’attitudes to “people from different backgrounds”. The
new questions betterreflect the intended outcomes of NCS.
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4 Im p a c t o n tra n sitio n to
a d u lth o o d
K ey find ing s
Positive impacts were found across several aspects of the transition
to adulthood outcome area:
• There were positive impacts on participants’short-term and longterm educational and careeraspirations, as well as improvements
in the sense of control participants had overtheirfuture success.
• NCS increased participants’confidence in practical life skills,
such as decision-making and managing money.
• It improved theirwillingness to try new things and theirresilience
when things go wrong.
• It improved participants’self-reported life satisfaction, happiness
and sense of worth, and it saw reductions in self-reported anxiety.
The summerand autumn programmes both had positive impacts on
this outcome area, although more impacts were observed for
summerthan forautumn, especially around resilience when things go
wrong. Nonetheless, the autumn programmes had a positive impact
on participants’short-term plans to undertake furtherpaid work or
volunteering, where summerdid not.

4.1 Ed u c a tio n , e m p lo ym e n t a n d tra in in g
Plans for th e near future
The summerand autumn programmes had a positive impact on planned
uptake of furthereducation in the next few months, specifically leading
more participants to say they would be studying fora qualification
(excluding A/AS Levels) in the months aftertheirNCS.15 The autumn
programmes also showed additional impacts on uptake of paid work and
volunteering in the short term, as Figure 4.1 indicates.

15
There were two relevant response options in the questionnaire, allowing respondents to say
they were intending to “study A/AS Levels in a sixth form orcollege” and/or“study foranother
qualification in a sixth form orcollege”. O therqualifications might include GCSEs, the
International Baccalaureate orBTEC courses.
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Fig ure 4.1 ---- im pact on plans for th e next few m onth s
% planning to do the follow ing in the nextfew m onths
Follow-up (summerNCS participants unless otherw ise stated)
Follow-up (summercontrol group unless otherw ise stated)
Respective baselines
Study fora
qualification
(excluding A/AS
Levels) in a sixth
form orcollege
Paid work
(autum n results)

Voluntary or
community work
(autum n results)

21

26

24 24
17

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+5

+6

50
27
23
24

0%

+8

51
44

+6

39
50%

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

No impact was found on participants’long-term plans (i.e. what they think
they will be doing in two years’time), although it should be noted that the
planned longer-term follow-up surveys will be betterplaced to measure
whetherthere are any long-term impacts.
Long -term ch oices and aspirations
Positive impacts were found forseveral measures on future aspirations,
listed in Figure 4.2. These were apparent amongst both summerand
autumn participants.
Fig ure 4.2 ---- im pact on long -term ch oices and aspirations around
ed ucation and em ploym ent
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)

Respective baselines

% agree that a
range of different
career options
are open to me

78
75

% agree that
education is
worthwhile

% agree that
studying to gain
qualifications is
important to me
0%

82
77
92

94

91

93

91

93

89
50%

92

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+6

+6

+4

+5

+4

+3

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

Control over future success
Some positive impacts were found in regards to how much participants felt
in control of theirlives and theirown future success, as Figure 4.3 shows.
Some impacts were specific to summerorautumn – summerparticipants
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were less likely to feel that “how well you get on in this world is mostly a
matterof luck” as a result of NCS, while autumn participants were more
confident about being able to do the right kind of job.16
Fig ure 4.3 ---- im pact on perceptions of control over future success
Follow-up (summerNCS participants unless otherw ise stated)
Follow-up (summercontrol group unless otherw ise stated)
Respective baselines
% disagree that
how well you get
on in this world is
mostly a matter
of luck

43

% disagree that
even if I do well at
school, I’ll have a
hard time getting
the right kind of job
(autum n results)

46

43

50

+5

44 44
15
14

18

+9

+5

16

0%

Autumn
impact (pp)

+9

50

45

% agree I can
pretty much decide
what will happen in
my life

Summer
impact (pp)

50%

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

4.2 Life skills
NCS was found to have increased summerand autumn participants’
confidence in a range of practical ways, such as trying new things,
decision-making, time management, independence and managing money.
These are shown in Figure 4.4.
Largerpositive impacts were generally found forgirls than forboys in terms
of these life skills (e.g. there was a +14pp impact forgirls on having a go at
new things, compared with +7pp forboys).
Fig ure 4.4 ---- im pact on life skills
% w ho feelconfidentin each ofthe follow ing
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)

Respective baselines

73
73 73

H aving a go at
things that are
new to me

70

Being able to
make decisions

76

79
78

74
78
78
83

Getting things
done on time
Staying away
without family or
friends

71

77
73

86

71 74
70 72

Managing my
money
0%

85

50%

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+12

+9

+10

+7

+9

+7

+6

+8

+5

+7

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

16

There were a numberof otheroutcome measures around perceived control overfuture
success that showed no impact. These are listed in Appendix B.
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Parents’ view s
H alf of parents felt that theirdaughterorson was “definitely” more
confident in staying away from family orfriends (56%) and in thinking
things through forthemselves (50%).

4.3 P e rso n a l re silie n c e
New measures on personal resilience were added forthe 2013 evaluation.
Summer2013 NCS participants showed increased levels of personal
resilience across a numberof measures compared with the control group.
This included enjoyment of new experiences, handling problems, getting
overthings going wrong, learning from mistakes and finishing things once
started, all shown in Figure 4.5.
Compared to summer, the autumn NCS programmes showed fewerpositive
impacts on personal resilience, although similarimpacts to summerwere
found forstaying calm in the face of problems, handling “whatevercomes
my way” and enjoying doing new things.
NCS participants in receipt of free school meals generally showed larger
increases than others in personal resilience following NCS (e.g. an impact
of +23pp on handling whatevercomes theirway, compared to +7pp for
participants who did not receive free school meals).
Fig ure 4.5 ---- im pact on personal resilience
% w ho agree w ith each ofthe follow ing
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)

Respective baselines

54

I stay calm when I
face problems

64
60 61
74
81
79 79

I can usually handle
what comes my way
When things go
wrong I usually get
overit quickly

51
60
56 57

0%

50%

+13

+7

+8

+5

86
91
85 85

I enjoy doing
new things

+9

+6

69
74
72 72

I find it easy to learn
from my mistakes

Autumn
impact (pp)

+7
79
84
80 81

I like to finish
things once I’ve
started them

Summer
impact (pp)

+5

+7

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group
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Teach ers’ view s
Teachers were enthusiastic about the residential part of the
programmes developing participants’abilities to be independent and
resilient. The social action project was also seen as developing
independent thinking and problem-solving skills.

D ealing w ith prob lem s and staying out of troub le
No impact was found forsummerorautumn on the proportion of
participants saying they want to sort out the problems in theirlives (this
excludes those saying they had no problems17). Similarly, no impact was
recorded forthe proportion saying they want to stay out of trouble.

4.4 Se n se o f w e llb e in g
The summerprogrammes had a positive impact on all foursubjective
wellbeing measures included in the survey, shown in Figure 4.6. There were
observed changes in self-reported life satisfaction, happiness and how
worthwhile participants felt theirlives were, as well as how anxious they felt.
Similarimpacts were found forthe autumn programmes on participants’
self-reported anxiety, life satisfaction and how worthwhile they felt theirlives
were, although no impact was found on theirlevels of happiness.
Fig ure 4.6 ---- im pact on sense of w ellb eing
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
% feel completely
satisfied with life
nowadays (score of
10 out of 10)

7

11
8

6

% who did not feel
anxious at all
yesterday (score of
10 out of 10)

Respective baselines

17 18
16

% feel the things
they do in theirlife
are completely
worthwhile (score
of 10 out of 10)
% who felt
completely happy
yesterday (score of
10 out of 10)

0%

11
10

23
17

12
16 16

11

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+9

+6

+8

+4

+6

+7

+4

15
50%

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

17

When including those who said they had no problems in the analysis (which matches the
2011 evaluation approach), there was a negative impact (-6pp) observed among summer
participants on this measure. This was the result of an increase in the proportion of the control
group, ratherthan a decrease among NCS participants. It is important to note that the control
group findings may have been driven by fewercontrol group members saying they had no
problems in the follow-up survey (13%, versus 17% at the baseline), which would in turn allow
more to say they wanted to sort out theirproblems at the follow-up.
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The impact analysis on wellbeing was also conducted in terms of mean
scores out of 10 on each of these indicators. Impacts were found in all the
same areas shown in Figure 4.6 forsummerand autumn.18

4.5 H e a lth im p a c ts
While NCS does not have an explicit aim of improving health behaviours,
the impact analysis suggests that it led to reductions both in alcohol
consumption and smoking in summerand autumn, as Figure 4.7 indicates.
These current short-term impacts will continue to be monitored in the longterm follow-up surveys.
Fig ure 4.7 ---- im pact on alcoh ol consum ption and sm oking
b eh aviour
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
% who have not
had 6 units of
alcohol on single
occasion in the
previous month

Respective baselines

56
55

65
59

% who have not
smoked any
cigarettes in the
previous week
0%

86
86
50%

92
88

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+6

+5

+4

+4

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

Com parisons to 2012
O verall NCS 2013 had a widerimpact on the transition to adulthood
when compared to 2012. In particular, improvements in participants’
sense of wellbeing and plans forfurthereducation were observed in
summer2013, while no impact was found in summer2012.
Furthermore, a greaternumberof impacts were found across
measures of future aspirations and life skills.
H owever, a positive impact on wanting to stay out of trouble was
found in summer2012, but no impact was found in this area in 2013.

18

The impacts on mean score forthese indicatorss are listed in Appendix B.
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5 Im p a c t o n te a m w o rk,
c o m m u n ic a tio n a n d
le a d e rsh ip
K ey find ing s
Positive impacts on teamwork, communication and leadership were
among the most consistent impacts seen across all outcome areas,
both forsummerand autumn:
• NCS improved participants’confidence in leading and working in
a team, and in putting forward and explaining new ideas to others.
• More generally, it improved participants’confidence in meeting
new people, and made them more likely to say they got along with
others and treated them with respect.

5.1 Co n fid e n c e in le a d e rsh ip a n d c o m m u n ic a tio n
As Figure 5.1 shows, the positive impacts on how participants approached
leadership and communication were some of the strongest seen across all
outcome areas.19 This was consistent forsummerand autumn participants.
Fig ure 5.1 ---- im pact on lead ersh ip and com m unication
% w ho feelconfidentin each ofthe follow ing
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)

Being the leader
of a team

Explaining ideas
clearly

Respective baselines

43

63
58

60

55

72
66 66

55

Putting forward
ideas

74
68

0%

50%

70

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+18

+15

+18

+13

+16

+17

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

19

O n these measures, the NCS participant and control groups had very different baseline
scores. While this may be a result of unobserved differences, it may also be due to
uncontrollable differences in the data collection method. NCS participants completed the
questionnaires at the start of theirphase 2 residential course among groups of young people,
while the control group completed a postal survey on theirown.
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Teach ers’ view s
Teachers felt participants had developed a range of skills through the
programme, including leadership, communication, decision-making
and planning skills. Many also brought up examples of individuals
whose confidence had been transformed aftertaking part. They saw
these individuals as some of the most powerful examples of the
potential of NCS.

5.2 A ttitu d e s to w a rd s te a m w o rk a n d g e ttin g a lo n g
w ith o th e rs
Figure 5.2 shows that there were also strong positive impacts on how
participants approached meeting new people and working with others.
More generally, participants had shown more improvement than the control
group in how well they got along with others and treated them with respect.
Again, these impacts were consistent across the summerand autumn
programmes.
While the impact on treating others with respect is relatively small, this may
be due to the very high baseline scores. O vernine in ten participants and
control group members (both in summerand autumn) already said they try
to treat others with respect in the baseline survey, leaving relatively little
room forimprovement. There were nonetheless statistically significant
impacts recorded forthis measure, forboth summerand autumn.
Fig ure 5.2 ---- im pact on team w ork and g etting along w ith oth ers
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
% feel confident
meeting new
people

Respective baselines

60

% feel confident
working with
otherpeople in
a team

71
77

87

82 83
73

% agree they
get along with
people easily

84
80

% agree
they try to treat
otherpeople with
respect
0%

80
68

Autumn
impact (pp)

+17

+12

+10

+8

+9

82
96 97
96 97

50%

Summer
impact (pp)

+8

+3

+4

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

Th ere w as one g irl I
h ad never h eard say
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of 200 people at th e
celeb ration event sh e
stood up and sh e
spoke. For m e th at
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Teacherinterview
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Parents’ view s
Reflecting the impact analysis, improved teamwork and
communication were the outcome areas most frequently
acknowledged by parents when looking back at NCS. Nine in ten
(88%) said theirdaughterorson was now betterat working with
others in a team. A majority also felt they were more confident in
meeting new people (76%), putting forward ideas (71%) and
explaining these ideas clearly (61%).

Com parisons to 2012
The 2012 evaluation included five of the same outcome measures
used in 2013, looking at confidence in teamwork, leadership and
communication. In line with the 2013 findings, this was the outcome
area where some of the most substantial and consistent impacts from
NCS were observed.
The extent to which young people felt they got on easily with others
and treated others with respect was not measured in 2012, so the
impacts on these measures are new findings for2013.
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6 Im p a c t o n c o m m u n ity
in vo lve m e n t
K ey find ing s
NCS had several positive impacts on attitudes and behaviours
around community involvement, again some of the most consistent
observed across all outcome areas. There were improvements in:
• how much participants felt they knew about how to get involved in
theirlocal communities and how to tackle local problems
• how much influence participants felt they had when getting
involved and whetherthey felt capable of being involved
• participants’community engagement, both in terms of the
average numberof hours of formal and informal volunteering they
had done in a typical recent month and theirintention to vote
While these impacts were seen across summerand autumn, the
increases in volunteering were across a widerrange of activities for
autumn participants than forsummerparticipants. At the same time,
the impact on participants’perceived ability to influence the world
around them was biggerin summerthan in autumn.

6.1 K n o w le d g e a n d u n d e rsta n d in g o f c o m m u n ity
in vo lve m e n t
The summerand autumn programmes had equally large positive impacts
on participants’knowledge and understanding of how to tackle problems in
theirlocal area, and of the influential groups in theirlocal area, as Figure 6.1
highlights.
The improvement in how much participants felt they knew about tackling
problems in theirlocal area was largerforgirls than forboys in summer
(+25pp compared with +11pp). This subgroup difference is not present
among autumn participants.
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Fig ure 6.1 ---- im pact on perceived know led g e and und erstand ing of
local com m unity and com m unity involvem ent
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
% feel they know
a great deal/fair
amount about
how to tackle a
problem in their
local area

Respective baselines

44

64

41 42

% agree that they
understand the
organisations
and people that
have influence in
theirlocal area
0%

63
50

72

54

50%

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+21

+22

+13

+18

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

Parents’ view s
Around four-fifths of parents felt that, since participating in NCS, their
daughterorson knew more about how to tackle a problem in their
local area (78%) and betterunderstood the people and organisations
that have influence in theirlocal area (79%).

6.2 P e rc e ive d a b ility to m a ke a d iffe re n c e
NCS also had a positive impact on the extent to which participants felt they
could influence the world around them. Figure 6.2 shows this was greater
forsummerparticipants than forautumn ones. There were also impacts on
the extent to which participants felt they could make a difference when
working with others, and were someone others could rely on.
Fig ure 6.2 ---- im pact on perceived ab ility to m ake a d ifference
% w ho agree w ith each ofthe follow ing
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
I feel able to have
an impact on the
world around me

Respective baselines

58
50

I feel I can make
a difference
when working
with others

53
85
81

89
83

88

I am someone
others can rely
on
0%

71

92

91 92
50%

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+17

+8

+6

+9

+4

+5

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group
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6.3 In vo lve m e n t a n d h e lp in g o u t
H elping out and volunteering
There was a positive impact on the average numberof hours that summer
and autumn participants said they had spent helping out organisations and
people not in theirfamily overthe previous three months (+6.3 hours for
summerparticipants and +5.6 hours forautumn participants), shown in
Figure 6.3.20 These hours were in addition to the 30 hours NCS participants
spent on theirsocial action projects as part of NCS, so represent a
considerable amount of time spent overall on volunteering.
Fig ure 6.3 ---- im pact on form al and inform al volunteering
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
H ours spent
helping out those
not in theirfamily
overthe previous
three months

16.0

Respective baselines

19.7

17.8
0

10

20.4
20

30

Summer
impact
(hours)

Autumn
impact
(hours)

+6.3

+5.6

40

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

Looking at the specific activities included within this formal and informal
volunteering:
• The summerprogrammes had a positive impact (+7pp) on
participants doing “something else”21 to help people orimprove their
local area.
• The autumn programmes had a widerrange of positive impacts, on
participants helping out in local organisations (otherthan local clubs,
groups, organisations orplaces of worship;+7pp), helping people
not in theirfamily to do shopping, collect pensions orpay bills
(+7pp), and helping those outside theirfamily to do routine
household chores like cooking, cleaning orgardening (+6pp).

Parents’ view s
Three-fifths of parents (63%) said theirdaughterorson was more
involved in theirlocal community aftertaking part in NCS.

20

As with all the impacts noted in this report (unless otherwise stated), the difference here
between summerand autumn in hours spent helping out is not statistically significant.
21
This was a specific answercategory among others listed on the questionnaire. The other
categories included helping out at local organisations (such as clubs, groups orplaces of
worship), raising money forcharity, contacting the local council, media orschool, and
organising a petition. The “something else” response denotes something otherthan these.
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6.4 In te n tio n to vo te
The 2013 evaluation also measured civic engagement in terms of likelihood
to vote in a general election – this was a new measure not included in the
2012 evaluation. Again, a positive impact was found on this indicator, with
summerand autumn participants becoming more certain in theirintention to
vote. This was the result of an increased likelihood to vote among
participants alongside a decrease among the control groups (forboth
summerand autumn) as Figure 6.4 indicates.
Fig ure 6.4 ---- im pact on intention to vote
Follow-up (summerNCS participants)
Follow-up (summercontrol group)
% who say they
are absolutely
certain to vote
(score of 10 out
of 10)

23

Respective baselines

28
29

32

0%

50%

Summer
impact (pp)

Autumn
impact (pp)

+7

+9

100%

Bases:3,035 summerNCS participants;1,710 summercontrol group;1,243 autumn NCS participants;1,391 autumn
control group

Teach ers’ view s
Teachers were typically positive about how NCS had improved
participants’attitudes and understanding with regards to theirlocal
communities. While many said they did not know whetherthis had led
to increases in actual involvement, some teachers were aware of
cases where participants had continued the volunteering they started
during NCS, orstarted up new extra-curricularactivities.

Com parisons to 2012
Impacts on this outcome area were found forthe first time in 2013.
This does not necessarily mean that these impacts were not present
in 2012, as the questions on community involvement were different in
the 2012 evaluation. The questions were changed so that the 2013
evaluation could look at more aspects of community involvement,
such as knowledge of the local area and widerengagement.
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7 V a lu e fo r m o n e y
This section summarises the assessment of value formoney associated with
NCS 2013. This analysis has been undertaken in line with the principles of
the H M Treasury Green Book, and seeks to monetise (as faras possible)
the resource costs and benefits associated with the scheme. Full details of
the analysis are set out in the separately-published Technical Report.
This analysis is based on the numbers completing summerand autumn
NCS programmes.22

K ey find ing s
• O verall it is estimated that NCS 2013 delivered benefits (excluding
health impacts) of between £68m and £236m in summer, and
between £14m and £60m in autumn. Including health impacts, the
estimated benefits rise to between £84m and £300m in summer,
and between £16m and £78m in autumn.
• The cost-benefit analysis suggests NCS delivered between £1.39
and £4.80 of benefits per£1 of expenditure in summerand
between £1.09 and £4.71 in autumn. Including health impacts,
this would rise to between £1.70 and £6.10 in summerand
between £1.27 and £6.09 in autumn.
• The aforementioned results are not directly comparable to 2012.
Reusing the 2012 methodology, it is estimated that NCS delivered
between £2.39 and £4.46 per£1 of expenditure in 2013,
compared to between £1.50 and £2.80 in 2012.

7.1 Co sts
Evidence on the cost of NCS 2013 was provided directly by the Cabinet
O ffice and covers centrally-funded contributions to the cost of the
programmes. These costs are £49m forthe summerprogrammes and £13m
forthe autumn programmes. This equates to a unit cost perparticipant of
close to £1,550 forsummerand £1,650 forautumn23, compared with a unit
cost of around £1,700 in 2012. These estimates will slightly understate the

22

30,045 participants in summerand 7,221 in autumn
Even though the autumn programmes were shorter, theircost was higherthan that of the
summerprogrammes. This was partly due to the intensity of the autumn programmes not
driving meaningful savings and also because there was a majorstorm (the St. Jude storm) that
struck southern England the night before the autumn programmes, driving a large numberof
cancellations and thus fewerper-participant cost savings.
23
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actual resource costs as in some cases the parents of participants will also
have made small financial contributions to the cost of NCS (of up to £50).

7.2 B e n e fits
Ed ucation
NCS aims to raise the aspirations of participants as well as provide
experience to support theirjob, college and university applications.
Engagement in furtherand highereducation may improve social welfare by
enhancing the skills of learners, enabling them to entermore productive
occupations (reflected in earnings).
The impact analysis suggests NCS led to an increase in the proportion of
participants intending to study forfurthereducation qualifications
(excluding A/AS Levels) in a sixth form orcollege in the orderof between
2.5pp and 8.2pp forsummer, and between 2.4pp and 10.0pp forautumn.
Forthe purposes of this analysis, it has been assumed that these
participants will potentially go on to study an equal mix of Level 2 and 3
vocational qualifications.
Research by the Department forBusiness, Innovation and Skills suggests
that progression to Level 2 or3 qualifications leads to an increase in lifetime
earnings of £38,700 and £64,800 (in present value terms).24 A success
rate25 in line with the general population of learners of 87% has been
assumed. A lowerbound scenario underwhich 70% of those who intend to
go on to furtherstudy actually do so has been modelled alongside an upper
bound one where all of them do so. With these assumptions, it is estimated
that these effects may lead to lifetime income benefits from increased
earnings of between £17.7m and £138.7m forsummerand between £4.1m
and £40.6m forautumn.

Summer:30,045 × (0.025 or0.082) × (£38,700 or£64,800) × (0.7 or
1.0) × 0.87 = £17.7m to £138.7m
Autumn:7,221 × (0.024 or0.100) × (£38,700 or£64,800) × (0.7 or
1.0) × 0,87 = £4.1m to £40.6m

V olunteering
NCS aims to create a more cohesive, responsible and engaged society.
Young people are encouraged to work togetherto create social action
projects in theirlocal communities and need to complete 30 hours of

24

Department forBusiness, Innovation and Skills (2011) Returns to Interm ediate and Low Level
VocationalQ ualifications
25
This is defined as individuals both completing and achieving theirlearning aims.
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voluntary work to graduate. Additionally, participation in NCS may lead to
longer-term effects on volunteering. This volunteering involves unpaid work
involving the provision of goods orservices (which will be valued by the
individuals orcommunities benefiting).
The research suggests that on average, NCS participants were involved in
volunteering activity foran average of 16 and 14 hours permonth priorto
taking part in eitherthe summerorautumn programmes. As such, it is
estimated that NCS led to an increase in volunteering hours of between 14
hours (summer) and 16 hours (autumn) overthe duration of the social action
project. This volunteering time was valued by applying the National
Minimum Wage foryoung people (of £3.72) across the numberof
participants completing, and was estimated at a total of £1.6m forthe
summerprogrammes and £0.4m forthe autumn programmes.

Summer:30,045 × 14 × £3.72 = £1.6m
Autumn:7,221 × 16 × £3.72 = £0.4

In addition, the evidence suggests that impacts on volunteering behaviour
endured beyond the lifetime of the programmes, with an increase in monthly
volunteering of between 3.1 and 8.9 hours permonth following the
completion of the summerprogrammes, and between 2.5 and 9.7 hours per
month following the autumn programmes (though the evidence introduced
some uncertainty as to how farthese effects might be expected to last fora
longerperiod of time).
The follow-up survey took place fourmonths following the baseline survey
forthe summerprogrammes, and three months following the baseline
survey forthe autumn programmes. Again, applying the National Minimum
Wage, the value of volunteering benefits accrued by the time of the followup surveys was estimated at between £1.4m and £4.0m forsummer, and
£0.2m and £0.8m forautumn. This would rise to between £4.1m and £11.9m
forsummer, and between £0.8m and £3.1m forautumn if these effects were
assumed to last for12 months post-NCS.

Summer:30,045 × (3.1 or8.9) × (4 or12) × £3.72 = £1.4m to £11.9m
Autumn:7,221 × (2.5 or9.7) × (3 to 12) × £3.72 = £0.2m to £3.1m

Lead ersh ip skills
NCS also led to reported improvements in the leadership skills of
participants, including increased confidence in teamwork and
communication. It was estimated that NCS had an impact of +16pp and
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+13pp in leadership skills forsummerand autumn respectively (an average
of all the outcome measures on this included in the evaluation).
A U S study has demonstrated that leadership skills (overand above
cognitive skills and otherinfluential factors) can have long-term effects on
the earnings of individuals (in the orderof 2.1% to 3.8% aftercontrolling for
otherpsychological traits and occupation).26 It should be noted that around
20% of these effects has been attributed to the impact leadership skills
have on the take-up of furthereducation, and changes in furthereducation
arguably have already been accounted forin the estimates above.
In line with the 2012 evaluation, it is assumed that the present value of
lifetime earnings foran NCS participant is £600,000. Afteradjusting for
possible double-counting whereby increased leadership skills lead to
increased participation in education (assumed at 20%), the value of these
impacts in terms of increased earnings forparticipants is estimated at
between £47.4m and £83.5m forsummer, and between £9.4m and £16.5m
forautumn.

Summer:30,045 × 0.16 × (0.021 or0.038) × (0.2 or1.0) × £600,000
= £47.4m to £83.5m
Autumn:7,221 × 0.13 × (0.021 or0.038) × (0.2 or1.0) × £600,000 =
£9.4m to £16.5m

H ealth im pacts
NCS does not have an explicit aim of improving health behaviours, although
indirect effects – such as reducing smoking, drinking orencouraging
greaterlevels of physical activity – may be possible.
The impact analysis suggests that NCS led to a reduction in the proportion
of participants that did not consume six units of alcohol on a single
occasion overthe month preceding the surveys of between 2.5pp and
8.8pp forsummer, and between 1.1pp and 9.7pp in autumn. Forthe
purposes of this analysis, these changes in behaviourhave been assumed
to be equivalent to a reduction in alcohol consumption from “heavy
drinking” to “moderate drinking”, with the impact on healthy life expectancy
estimated as an increase of 0.32 years. Assuming that these effects are
sustained, theirvalue has been estimated at between £4.8m and £16.9m for
summer, and between £0.5m and £4.5m forautumn.27

26

Kuhn and Weinberger(2003) Leadership Skills and W ages, U niversity of California
In line with Department of H ealth guidance, an additional yearof life expectancy at full health
has been valued at £20,000.

27
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Summer:30,045 × (0.025 or0.088) × 0.32 × £20,000 = £4.8m to
£16.9m
Autumn:7,221 × (0.011 or0.097) × 0.32 × £20,000 = £0.5m to
£4.5m

The impact analysis also suggests that NCS led to a reduction in the
proportion of participants smoking (measured overthe week preceding the
surveys) of between 1.4pp and 6.1pp forsummerand 1.0pp and 7.1pp for
autumn. The impact of cessation of smoking on quality-adjusted life
expectancy has been estimated as an increase of 1.29 years, and if these
changes in behaviourare sustained, they might be valued at between
£10.9m and £47.3m forsummer, and between £1.9m and £13.2m for
autumn.27

Summer:30,045 × (0.014 or0.061) × 1.29 × £20,000 = £10.9m to
£47.3m
Autumn:7,221 × (0.010 or0.071) × 0.32 × £20,000 = £1.9m to
£13.2m

These impacts are highly uncertain, as they are contingent on behaviour
change being sustained forthe long term. Therefore, estimates of total
benefits have been presented both including and excluding such effects.
W ellb eing
The results of the impact analysis suggest that NCS led to significant
wellbeing benefits – it improved participants’self-reported life satisfaction,
happiness and sense of worth, and it saw reductions in self-reported
anxiety. It has not been possible to place a monetary value on these
impacts within the scope of this study. As such, this cost-benefit analysis
may understate the overall benefits of NCS.

7.3 V a lu e fo r m o n e y
O verall it is estimated that NCS 2013 delivered benefits (excluding health
impacts) of between £68m and £236m in summer, and between £14m and
£60m in autumn. Including health impacts, the estimated benefits rise to
between £84m and £300m in summer, and between £16m and £78m in
autumn.
The cost-benefit analysis suggests NCS delivered between £1.39 and £4.80
of benefits per£1 of expenditure in summerand between £1.09 and £4.71
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in autumn. Including health impacts, this would rise to between £1.70 and
£6.10 in summerand between £1.27 and £6.09 in autumn.
Although the methodology forthe cost-benefit analysis has been developed
to provide as robust a picture as possible of the potential future benefits of
NCS, there is some uncertainty driven by the short-term nature of results
obtained to date, alongside the long-term nature of some of the impacts
involved. In particular, these results are based on projections of how
individuals might behave in the future and it is not possible to provide a
conclusive assessment of the value formoney associated with NCS (and
this is reflected in the ranges given). Nonetheless, it should also be noted
that even underthe most pessimistic scenarios, the scheme is estimated to
have delivered greatersocial benefits than the costs involved.
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The following table summarises the cost-benefit analysis results:
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Com parisons to 2012
The results set out in the previous sections of this chapterhave been
developed on the basis of a different methodology to that employed in the
2012 and priorevaluations of NCS. In particular, a more conservative
approach has been adopted while also expanding the range of potential
costs and benefits involved. Therefore, the core value-for-money metrics
mentioned earlierare not directly comparable to 2012. H owever, in orderto
allow forsome comparative analysis, the 2013 value-for-money findings
have also been calculated using the 2012 methodology.
NCS 2013 involved largernumbers of participants than in 2012, and both
overall costs and benefits were estimated to be higherin 2013 than in 2012.
Replicating the previous approach, it was estimated that NCS 2013 (forthe
summerand autumn programmes) delivered between £2.39 and £4.46 per
£1 of expenditure, in comparison to between £1.50 and £2.80 in 2012. The
main drivers of these differences were strongerimpacts around teamwork
and communication, in addition to reduced programme costs.
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A p p e n d ic e s
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A p p e n d ix A : sa m p le
p ro file s
The following table shows the achieved sample profiles forthe follow-up
surveys aftercarrying out propensity score matching.28 The closeness of the
NCS participant and control group profiles demonstrates the effectiveness
of the matching process.
Su m m e r

A u tu m n

N CS

Co n tro l

N CS

Co n tro l

3,035

1,710

1,243

1,391

Male

31%

31%

34%

35%

Female

69%

69%

65%

65%

White

73%

76%

63%

72%

Ethnic minority

26%

24%

37%

27%

O n free school meals

16%

16%

17%

17%

Not on free school meals

83%

82%

81%

82%

H ighly

10%

15%

9%

8%

Neitherhighly norless

75%

73%

78%

75%

Less

14%

13%

14%

18%

Sa m p le size
G end er

Eth n ic ity

So c io -e c o n o m ic

Co m m u n ity e n g a g e m e n t

28

Where percentages do not add to 100%, this is through missing information, due to paper
survey respondents leaving questions blank.
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The following table shows the achieved NCS participant sample profile for
the baseline surveys against the achieved sample profile forthe equivalent
follow-up surveys. This demonstrates that the follow-up samples were
broadly representative of all NCS participants.
Su m m e r N CS

A u tu m n N CS

B a se lin e Fo llo w -u p

B a se lin e Fo llo w -u p

24,926

3,091

6,770

1,310

Male

41%

31%

46%

37%

Female

57%

69%

49%

63%

White

66%

73%

66%

62%

Ethnic minority

29%

26%

28%

37%

O n free school meals

19%

16%

19%

17%

Not on free school meals

73%

83%

73%

80%

H ighly

9%

10%

8%

9%

Neitherhighly norless

77%

75%

78%

78%

Less

15%

14%

14%

14%

Sa m p le size
G end er

Eth n ic ity

So c io -e c o n o m ic

Co m m u n ity e n g a g e m e n t
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+5pp
+5pp
+4pp
+4pp
+4pp
+4pp
+6pp
+5pp
+4pp
+4pp
+3pp
+6pp

% who feel very comfortable with a close relative orfriend going out with someone from a different school orcollege

% who feel very comfortable with a close relative orfriend going out with someone from a different race orethnicity

% who feel very comfortable with a close relative orfriend going out with someone from a different religious background

% who feel very comfortable with a close relative orfriend going out with someone from a richerorpoorerbackground

% who feel very comfortable with a close relative orfriend going out with someone who is gay orlesbian

% who feel very comfortable with a close relative orfriend going out with someone who is disabled

% who have met socially several times a week ormore with people from a richerorpoorerbackground

% who have met socially several times a week ormore with people from a different school orcollege

% who have met socially several times a week ormore with people who are gay orlesbian

% who have met socially several times a week ormore with people of retirement age

% who have met socially several times a week ormore with people who are disabled

% who would feel happy getting in touch with some ormore people from a different religious background to ask foradvice
ora favour

+6pp

+4pp

+9pp

+6pp

+8pp

+8pp

+8pp

+5pp

+7pp

A u tu m n im p a c t
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+7pp

Su m m e r im p a c t

% saying most people can be trusted

So c ia l m ix in g o u tc o m e s

O u tc o m e

The following table provides a full list of outcome measures included in the impact analysis, including those where no statistically significant impact was observed. O nly
statistically significant impacts are shown in the rightmost columns.

A p p e n d ix B : fu ll list o f o u tc o m e m e a su re s
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% planning to study A/AS Levels in a sixth form orcollege in the next few months
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% with no plans forthe next few months

% planning to do something else in the next few months

% planning to look afterthe home orchildren in the next few months

% planning to care fora friend orfamily memberin the next few months

+6pp

% planning to undertake voluntary help orcommunity work in the next few months

+6pp

+9pp

+8pp

-3pp

+5pp

+7pp

% planning to do paid work (full-time orpart-time) in the next few months

% planning to an Apprenticeship, similartype of training orwork experience in the next few months

% planning to study foranotherqualification (excluding A/AS Levels) in a sixth form orcollege in the next few months

Tra n sitio n to a d u lth o o d

% agree that people get on well togetherin my local area

% who would feel happy getting in touch with some ormore people who are disabled to ask foradvice ora favour

% who would feel happy getting in touch with some ormore people of retirement age to ask foradvice ora favour

+7pp

% who would feel happy getting in touch with some ormore people who are gay orlesbian to ask foradvice ora favour

+6pp

+6pp

+4pp

% who would feel happy getting in touch with some ormore people from a richerorpoorerbackground to ask foradvice
ora favour
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% who would feel happy getting in touch with some ormore people from a different race orethnicity to ask foradvice ora
favour

+5pp

Su m m e r im p a c t

% who would feel happy getting in touch with some ormore people from a different school orcollege to ask foradvice or
a favour

O u tc o m e
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+4pp
+9pp
+5pp

% agree that education is worthwhile
% disagree that how well you get on in this world is mostly a matterof luck
% agree that I can pretty much decide what will happen in my life

% disagree that people like me don't have much of a chance in life

% agree that working hard now will help me get on laterin life

% agree that if someone is not a success in life, it is usually theirown fault

% disagree that even if I do well at school, I'll have a hard time getting the right kind of job

+4pp

+6pp

% agree that studying to gain qualifications is important to me

% disagree that I'm not interested in doing any more learning

% agree that a range of different careeroptions are open to me

% intending to be doing something else in two years'time

% intending to be caring fora friend orfamily memberin two years'time

% intending to be looking afterthe home orchildren in two years'time

% intending to be taking a break from study orwork in two years'time

% intending to be studying full-time foranotherqualification in two years'time

% intending to be studying full-time fora degree orotherhighereducation qualification in two years'time

% intending to be in a full-time job (30 ormore hours perweek) in two years'time

% intending to be in an Apprenticeship orsimilartype of training in two years'time

% intending to be looking forwork orunemployed in two years'time

Su m m e r im p a c t

+5pp

+9pp

+3pp

+5pp

+6pp

A u tu m n im p a c t
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+10pp
+9pp
+6pp
+5pp
+9pp
+7pp
+7pp
+6pp
+5pp
+5pp
-6pp

% who feel confident in being able to make decisions
% who feel confident in getting things done on time
% who feel confident in staying away without family orfriends
% who feel confident in managing my money
% agree that I stay calm when I face problems
% agree that I can usually handle what comes my way
% agree that when things go wrong I usually get overit quickly
% agree that I like to finish things once I’ve started them
% agree that I find it easy to learn from my mistakes
% agree that I enjoy doing new things

% who say the following statement is quite/just like them:some young people want to sort out the problems in theirlives
(including those who said they had no problems)

+8pp
+6pp

% who did not feel anxious at all yesterday (score of 10 out of 10)

% who feel the things they do in theirlife are completely worthwhile (score of 10 out of 10)

+7pp

+4pp

+6pp

+7pp

+8pp

+13pp

+7pp

+8pp

+7pp

+7pp

+9pp

A u tu m n im p a c t
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+9pp

% who feel completely satisfied with life nowadays (score of 10 out of 10)

% who say the following statement is quite/just like them:some young people want to stay out of trouble

% who say the following statement is quite/just like them:some young people want to sort out the problems in theirlives
(excluding those who said they had no problems)

+12pp

% agree that if you work hard at something, you'll usually succeed

Su m m e r im p a c t

% who feel confident in having a go at things that are new to me

O u tc o m e
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-0.8
+0.6
+0.5
+0.5
+6pp
+4pp

Mean score forhow anxious they felt yesterday (where 10 is completely anxious)

Mean score forsatisfaction with life nowadays (where 10 is completely satisfied)

Mean score forhow happy they felt yesterday (where 10 is completely happy)

Mean score forhow worthwhile they feel the things they do in theirlife are (where 10 is completely worthwhile)

% who have not had 6 units of alcohol on single occasion in the previous month
% who have not smoked any cigarettes in the previous week

+10pp
+9pp
+3pp

% who feel confident in working with otherpeople in a team
% agree that I get along with people easily
% agree that I try to treat otherpeople with respect

+18pp

+22pp

+4pp

+8pp

+8pp

+12pp

+17pp

+13pp

+15pp

+4pp

+5pp

+0.6

+0.6

-0.4

A u tu m n im p a c t
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+13pp

+17pp

% who feel confident in meeting new people

% agree that they understand the organisations and people that have influence in theirlocal area

+16pp

% who feel confident in puting forward ideas

+21pp

+18pp

% who feel confident in explaining ideas clearly

% who feel they know a great deal/fairamount about how to tackle a problem in theirlocal area

Co m m u n ity in v o lve m e n t

+18pp

% who feel confident in being the leaderof a team

% who were physically active forat least 30 minutes each day forthe past seven days

+4pp

Su m m e r im p a c t
% who felt completely happy yesterday (score of 10 out of 10)

Te a m w o rk, c o m m u n ic a tio n a n d le a d e rsh ip

O u tc o m e
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+4pp
+6.3

% agree that I am someone others can rely on

H ours in total spent on formal and informal volunteering in a typical recent month (excluding time spent on the social
action project as part of NCS)

+7pp

+5.6

+5pp

+9pp

+8pp

A u tu m n im p a c t
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% who have raised money forcharity (including taking part in a sponsored event) outside of school orcollege hours in the

% who have helped out otherorganisations outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

% who have helped out at a local club, group, organisation orplace of worship outside of school orcollege hours in the
last three months

% who have taken part in none of these activities outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

% who have taken part in any otheryouth activities outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

% who have taken part in the Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

% who have taken part in an Army Cadet Force orCorps outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

% who have taken part in Scouts orGuides (including ExplorerorVenture Scouts, RangerGuides) outside of school or
college hours in the last three months

% who have taken part in a holiday club/scheme outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

% who have taken part in anotheryouth club/community centre outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

% who have taken part in a art, drama, dance ormusic club/group outside of school orcollege hours in the last three
months

% who have taken part in a sports club/team outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

+2pp

+6pp

% agree that I feel I can make a difference when working with others

% who have taken part in a youth group at place of worship outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

+17pp

Su m m e r im p a c t
% agree that I feel able to have an impact on the world around me

O u tc o m e
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last three months

+9pp
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% who say they are absolutely certain to vote

% who have done none of these forpeople not in theirfamily in the last three months

% who have helped out by helping out someone not in theirfamily in some otherway in the last three months

% who have helped out by writing letters orfilling in forms forsomeone not in theirfamily in the last three months

% who have helped out by helping someone not in theirfamily with a university orjob application in the last three months

% who have helped out by looking aftera pet forsomeone not in theirfamily who is away in the last three months

% who have helped out by taking care of someone who is sick orfrail not in theirfamily in the last three months

% who have helped out by babysitting orcaring forchildren not in theirfamily in the last three months

+6pp

+6pp

% who have helped out by cooking, cleaning, laundry, gardening orotherroutine household jobs forsomeone not in their
family in the last three months

% who have helped out by decorating, ordoing any kind of home orcarrepairs forsomeone not in theirfamily in the last
three months
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+7pp

+7pp

+7pp

Su m m e r im p a c t

% who have helped out by doing shopping, collecting pension, orpaying bills forsomeone not in theirfamily in the last
three months

% who have done none of these things outside of school orcollege hours in the last three months

% who have done something to help otherpeople, orto improve a local area outside of school orcollege hours in the last
three months

% who have organised a petition orevent to support a local ornational issue outside of school orcollege hours in the last
three months

% who have contacted someone (e.g. council, media, school) about something affecting yourlocal area outside of school
orcollege hours in the last three months

O u tc o m e
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A p p e n d ix C: ke y d rive rs
a n a lysis te c h n ic a l d e ta ils
This appendix provides the full details of the key drivers analysis covered in
Chapter2.
Key drivers analysis is a type of regression analysis that shows how much
of the variation in responses to a single question, the dependent variable,
can be explained by otherquestion data on attitudes and demographics.
U nlike looking at simple correlations, key drivers analysis aims to isolate the
effect of a single independent variable on the dependent variable, while
controlling forthe effects of otherindependent variables.
As part of the analysis of NCS participants’experiences, key drivers
analyses were carried on the question from the follow-up surveys that asked
participants to rate the worth of theiroverall NCS experience on a scale of 0
to 10 (Q A16). Separate analyses were carried out forsummerand autumn.

M e th o d o lo g y
Multiple linearregression was carried out with Q A16. O nly respondents who
completed all the phases of NCS were included in the analyses, to minimise
the effects of bias caused by non-participation. This was 2,689 summer
NCS participants and 986 autumn NCS participants.
Forparticipants who had completed NCS but did not answerQ A16,
question Q A17 (asking how enjoyable participants found theiroverall NCS
experience on a scale of 0 to 10) was used to impute theirexpected answer
at Q A16, as the two answers were highly correlated across participants.
Where Q A17 was also missing an answer, a mean score of questions
Q A12-Q A15 (asking about the worth of the individual aspects of NCS on a
scale of 0 to 10) was imputed.
The following independent variables were considered as potential key
drivers:Q A9, Q A12, Q A13, Q A14, Q A15, Q A22 (a–d), Q A29 (a–i), Q B1,
Q B4 (a–d), Q A28, gender, ethnicity, whetheron free school meals, level of
community engagement, and Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) score.
All ordinal scale variables were recoded, where applicable, so that scales
ran from low to high, ordisagree to agree, so that positive coefficients in the
models could be easily interpreted.

P e rfo rm a n c e o f th e m o d e l
The summermodel produced an R2 statistic of 63%, suggesting that the
model explains 63% of the variation in responses at Q A16. A score of 63%
13-034314-01 |Version FINAL |Public |This work was carried out in accordance with the requirements of the
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can be considered a strong model forwhat the key drivers of a positive
NCS experience are. The remaining 37% of variation in participants’
perceptions of theiroverall experience is accounted forby factors outside
the model, i.e. factors not measured in the survey orothercollected data.
The autumn model produced an R2 statistic of 45%, which can equally be
considered a strong model.

M o d e l o u tc o m e s
The following table lists the statistically significant drivers emerging from the
summermodel. These are shown in terms of theirstandardised regression
coefficients, or“beta value”, which are a measure of how strongly they drive
answers at Q A16.29
D rive r d e sc rip tio n

B e ta

Perceived worth of the time spent staying away from your
local area

0.27

Perceived worth of the social action project

0.24

Perceived worth of the time spent learning about your
community and developing new skills

0.21

Being proud of what I achieved

0.12

Perceived worth of the time spent planning the social action
project

0.11

Feeling more confident about getting a job in the future

0.07

Feeling I got a chance to develop skills which will be useful to
me in the future

0.06

H ow good participants felt the staff were

0.06

Feeling more positive towards people from different
backgrounds to myself

0.04

Feeling that the food could have been better

0.03

Gender(female)

0.03

Feeling that the weekends could have been better

-0.03

Feeling that the teamwork could have been better

-0.03

Feeling I now have a greaterresponsibility to my local
community

-0.06

29

In Chapter2, the relative importance of the top seven drivers is shown, calculated as the
standardised regression coefficient fora particulardriverdivided by the sum of all the absolute
standardised regression coefficients forall statistically significant drivers only.
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The following table lists the statistically significant drivers emerging from the
autumn model, which are broadly similarto those found forsummer.
D rive r d e sc rip tio n

B e ta

Perceived worth of the social action project

0.15

H ow good participants felt the staff were

0.15

Being proud of what I achieved

0.13

Feeling I got a chance to develop skills which will be useful to
me in the future

0.12

Feeling more confident about getting a job in the future

0.10

Perceived worth of the time spent staying away from your
local area

0.08

Perceptions of how good the help given to plan and run the
social action project was

0.08

Thinking NCS could be improved by running forlonger

0.08

Gender(female)

0.07
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